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Abstract

Generalized high-fidelity closed-form formulae are developed to predict the shear modulus of hexagonal graphene-like monolayer nanostructures and nano-heterostructures based on a physically insightful analytical approach. Hexagonal nano-structural forms (top view) are common for nanomaterials with monoplanar (such as graphene, hBN) and multiplanar (such as stanene, MoS\textsubscript{2}) configurations. However, a single-layer nanomaterial may not possess a particular property adequately, or multiple desired properties simultaneously. Recently a new trend has emerged to develop nano-heterostructures by assembling multiple monolayers of different nanostructures to achieve various tunable desired properties simultaneously. Shear modulus assumes an important role in characterizing the applicability of different two-dimensional nanomaterials and heterostructures in various nanoelectromechanical systems such as determining the resonance frequency of the vibration modes involving torsion, wrinkling and rippling behavior of two-dimensional materials. We have developed mechanics-based closed-form formulae for the shear modulus of monolayer nanostructures and multi-layer nano-heterostructures. New results of shear modulus are presented for different classes of nanostructures (graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS\textsubscript{2}) and nano-heterostructures (graphene-hBN, graphene-MoS\textsubscript{2}, graphene-stanene and stanene-MoS\textsubscript{2}), which are categorized on the basis of the fundamental structural configurations. The numerical values of shear modulus are compared with the results from scientific literature (as available) and separate molecular dynamics simulations, wherein a good agreement is noticed. The proposed analytical expressions will enable the scientific community to efficiently evaluate shear modulus of wide range of nanostructures and nanoheterostructures.
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1. Introduction

A mechanics-based analytical approach is presented to derive the generalized closed-form formulae for the effective shear modulus of hexagonal multiplanar nano-structures and nano-heterostructures. With the feasible isolation of single layer carbon atoms, known as graphene [1, 2], the fascinating and unprecedented properties of this monolayer nanostructure had initiated intense research in exploration of prospective alternative two-dimensional and quasi-two-dimensional materials that could possess exciting electronic, optical, thermal, chemical and mechanical characteristics [3–9]. It is important to investigate these materials at nano-scale as most of the interesting characteristics are in atomic scale and monolayer forms [10]. Over the span of last decade the interest in such two-dimensional nanomaterials has expanded from hBN, BCN, graphene oxides to Chalcogenides (MoS$_2$, MoSe$_2$) and other quasi-two-dimensional materials like stanene, phosphorene, silicene, sermanene, borophene etc. [11–15]. Among different such materials, as discussed above, hexagonal nanostructural form is a prominent structural configuration [4, 16]. From a structural viewpoint, monolayer nanostructures can be of either monoplanar (where all the atoms are in a single plane such as graphene and hBN) or multiplanar (where the constituent atoms lie in multiple planes such as stanene and MoS$_2$) configuration (refer to subsection 2.1 for detail description of monoplanar and multiplanar nanostructures).

Despite of the tremendous advancement in two-dimensional materials research, it has been realized that a single-layer nanomaterial may not possess a particular property adequately, or multiple desired properties simultaneously. Recently a new trend has emerged to develop nano-heterostructures by assembling multiple monolayers of different nanostructures to achieve various tunable desired properties simultaneously [17–20]. Although the monolayer of quasi-two-dimensional materials have hexagonal lattice nano-structure (top-view) in common, their out-of-plane lattice characteristics are quite different. Subsequently, these materials exhibit significantly different mechanical and electronic properties. For example, transition metal dichalcogenides such as MoS$_2$ show exciting electronic and piezoelectric properties, but their low in-plane mechanical strength is a constraint for any practical application. In contrast, graphene possesses strong in-plane mechanical properties. Moreover, graphene is extremely weak in the out-of-plane direction with a very low bending modulus, whereas the bending modulus of MoS$_2$ is comparatively much higher, depending on their respective single-layer thickness [21]. Having noticed that graphene and MoS$_2$ possess such complementary physical properties, it is a quite rational attempt to combine these two materials in the form of a graphene-MoS$_2$ heterostructure, which could exhibit the de-
Figure 1: (a) Three dimensional view of multiplanar hexagonal nano-structures along with side views from two mutually perpendicular directions (b) Three dimensional view of nano-heterostructure structure (having three layers consisting of a multiplanar layer sandwiched between two monoplanar layers at top and bottom) along with side views from two mutually perpendicular directions (c) A typical representation of hexagonal two-dimensional nanostructures subjected to in-plane shear stress (d) Top and side view of a generalized hexagonal nanostructural form (e) Top and side view of single-layer hexagonal nanostructures where all the constituent atoms are same and they are in a single plane (Class I: e.g. graphene) (f) Top and side view of single-layer hexagonal nanostructures where the constituent atoms are same but they are in two different planes (Class II: e.g. silicene, germanene, phosphorene, stanene, borophene) (g) Top and side view of single-layer hexagonal nanostructures where the constituent atoms are not same but they are in a single plane (Class III: e.g. hBN, BCN) (h) Top and side view of single-layer hexagonal nanostructures where the constituent atoms are not same and they are in two different planes (Class IV: e.g. MoS$_2$, WS$_2$, MoSe$_2$, WSe$_2$, MoTe$_2$)

sired level of electronic properties and in-plane as well as out-of-plane strengths. Besides intense research on different two-dimensional hexagonal nano-structural forms, recently the development of novel application-specific heterostructures has started receiving considerable attention from the scientific community due to the tremendous prospect of combining different single layer materials.
in intelligent and intuitive ways to achieve several such desired physical and chemical properties [22–30].

For understanding the structural performance of the nanostructures and nano-heterostructures (intended to be utilized as nanoelectromechanical systems such as resonators or nanosensors) from a mechanical strength view-point, it is of utmost importance to evaluate their Young’s moduli, Poisson’s ratios and shear modulus. While closed-form analytical expressions are reported in literature for Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios of multiplanar structural forms and nanoheterostructures [31, 32], there is no such efficient formulae available yet for the shear modulus of nanostructure and nano-heterostructures. Shear modulus assumes a vital role in evaluating the resonance frequency of the vibration modes involving torsion. Such torsional modes have been reported to have advantage over the flexural modes for the absence of thermoelastic loss leading to an improvement in mechanical quality factors and device sensitivity. The shear deformation is also important in characterizing the wrinkling and rippling behaviour of two-dimensional materials that controls the charge carrier scattering property and electron mobility [33].

The common computational approaches to investigate two-dimensional nanomaterials are first principle studies/ ab-initio [34–39], molecular dynamics [40] and molecular mechanics [41], which are capable of reproducing the results of experimental analysis. First principle studies/ ab-initio and molecular dynamics based material characterization approaches are normally expensive and time consuming. Moreover, availability of interatomic potentials can be a practical barrier in carrying out molecular dynamics simulation for nano-heterostructures, which are consisted of multiple materials. The mechanics-based analytical approach of evaluating elastic moduli is computationally very efficient, yet it produces accurate. Analytical models leading to efficient closed-form formulae are presented by many researchers for materials with monoplanar hexagonal nano-structures [42–45], while shear modulus of multiplanar structures are not found to be adequately addressed. The research in the field of nano-heterostructures is still in a very nascent stage and investigations on elastic properties of such built-up structural forms is very scarce to find in literature [22, 23, 46], wherein the predominant approach for evaluating the elastic moduli is expensive molecular dynamics simulation. To reach the full potential of such nano-scale built-up structural form, it is essential to develop computationally efficient closed-form formulae for the effective elastic properties of nano-heterostructures that can serve as a ready reference for the researchers without the need of conducting expensive and time consuming molecular dynamics simulation or laboratory experiments. Since shear modulus of different two-dimensional nanomaterials and heterostructures
are very scarce to find in literature, there exists a strong rationale to develop a generalized analytical model leading to efficient and closed-form, yet high fidelity expressions for obtaining the shear modulus of such natural and artificial nanomaterials.

Aim of the present paper is to cater on the need for developing an efficient physics-based framework that can obtain the shear modulus of wide range of monolayer nanostructures (monoplanar and multiplanar) and nano-heterostructures (with any stacking configuration). This article hereafter is organized as follows: analytical formulae for the shear modulus of nano-scale materials with multiplanar hexagonal nano-structures and nano-heterostructures are derived in section 2; results and relevant discussions on the developed analytical approach is provided in section 3 along with validation of the developed formulae for four different single-layer materials belonging to four different classes (graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS$_2$) and four different heterostructures belonging to the three categories (graphene-hBN, stanene-MoS$_2$, graphene-stanene and graphene-MoS$_2$); a summary of the important observations made from results and perspective of this work in the context of contemporary researches is discussed in section 4 and finally conclusion and scope of future researches based on this work is presented in section 5.

2. Shear modulus of hexagonal nanostructures and heterostructures

Generalized closed-form mechanics-based formulae for the shear modulus of hexagonal nanostructures (applicable to both monoplanar and multiplanar structural forms) and nano-heterostructures (applicable to any number of layers and stacking sequence) are developed in this section. After a concise discussion of the structural classification of nanomaterials, the equivalent elastic properties of the atomic bonds are described; thereby the closed-form expressions of the shear modulus are derived. The approach for obtaining the equivalent elastic properties of atomic bonds is well-established in scientific literature [32, 41, 43, 47, 48]. Therefore, the main contributing of this work lies in development of the analytical formulae for shear modulus of monoplanar and multiplanar hexagonal nanostructures and nano-heterostructures. In this context, it can be noted that the mechanics of honeycomb-like structural form is investigated extensively in micro and macro scales based on principles of structural mechanics [49–55].

2.1. Classification of hexagonal nanomaterials based on structural configuration

On the basis of structural configuration, monolayer two-dimensional materials can be classified in four different classes as shown in figure 1(d–g) [32]. For example, graphene [42] consists of a single type of atom (carbon) to form a hexagonal honeycomb-like lattice structure in one single plane,
while there is a different class of materials that possess hexagonal monoplanar nanostructure with different constituent atoms such as hBN [44], BCN [56] etc. Unlike these monoplanar hexagonal nanostructures, there are plenty of other materials having the constituent atoms placed in multiple planes to form a hexagonal top view. Such multiplanar hexagonal nanostructures may be consisted of either a single type of atom (such as stanene [57], silicene [58], germanene [58], phosphorene [59], borophene [60] etc.), or different atoms (such as MoS$_2$ [61–63], WS$_2$ [64], MoSe$_2$ [65], WSe$_2$ [64], MoTe$_2$ [66] etc.). However, from a mechanics point-of-view, two separate categories are required to be recognised: monoplanar structures (where all the constituent atoms are in a single plane, such as graphene and hBN) and multiplanar structures (where all the constituent atoms are in different planes, such as stanene and MoS$_2$). This is because of the fact that the equivalent properties of the bonds are important in evaluating the elastic properties of materials, rather than the similarity or dissimilarity of two adjacent atoms. It can be noted in this context that the monoplanar structural form can be treated as a special case of multiplanar structures. The top view and side view of a general multiplanar hexagonal nanostructure are shown in figure 1(d). From the figure, it is evident that a multiplanar structure reduces to monoplanar form when the out-of-plane angle becomes zero (i.e. $\alpha = 0$).

From a structural perspective, the hexagonal nano-heterostructures can be broadly classified into three categories: heterostructure containing only mono-planar nanostructures (such as graphene-hBN heterostructure [24, 25, 67]), heterostructure containing both mono-planar and multi-planar nanostructures (such as graphene-MoS$_2$ heterostructure [21, 23], graphene-stanene heterostructure [26], phosphorene-graphene heterostructure [68], phosphorene-hBN heterostructure [68], multi-layer graphene-hBN-TMDC heterostructure [28]) and heterostructure containing only multi-planar nanostructures (such as stanene-MoS$_2$ heterostructure [27], MoS$_2$-WS$_2$ heterostructure [22]).

2.2. Mechanical equivalence of atomic bonds

For atomic level behaviour of nano-scale materials, the effective interatomic potential energy can be evaluated as a sum of various individual energy components related to bonding and non-bonding interactions [41]. Total strain energy ($E$) consists of the contributions from bending of bonds ($E_b$), bond stretching ($E_s$), torsion of bonds ($E_t$) and energies associated with non-bonded terms ($E_{nb}$) such as the van der Waals attraction, the core repulsions and the coulombic energy

$$E = E_s + E_b + E_t + E_{nb}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

However, among all the energy components, effect of bending and stretching are predominant in case of small deformation [43, 47]. For the multiplanar hexagonal nano-structures (such as
stanene and MoS$_2$), the strain energy pertaining to bending consists of two components: in-plane component ($E_{bI}$) and out-of-plane component ($E_{bO}$). The predominant deformation mechanisms for a multiplanar nanostructure are depicted in figure 2. It can be noted that the out-of-plane component becomes zero for monoplanar nanostructures such as graphane and hBN. The total inter-atomic potential energy ($E$) can be expressed as

$$E = E_s + E_{bI} + E_{bO}$$

$$= \frac{1}{2} k_r (\Delta l)^2 + \left( \frac{1}{2} k_\theta (\Delta \theta)^2 + \frac{1}{2} k_\theta (\Delta \alpha)^2 \right)$$

(2)

where $\Delta l$, $\Delta \theta$ and $\Delta \alpha$ denote the change in bond length, in-plane angle and out-of-plane angle respectively, as shown in figure 2. The quantities $k_r$ and $k_\theta$ represent the force constants related to bond stretching and bending respectively. The first term in Equation 2 corresponds to strain energy due to stretching ($E_s$), while the terms within bracket represent the strain energies due to in-plane angle ($E_{bI}$) and out-of-plane ($E_{bO}$) angle variations, respectively. The force constants of the atomic bonds ($k_r$ and $k_\theta$) can be expressed in the form of structural equivalence [69]. As per the standard theory of structural mechanics, the strain energy of a uniform circular beam having length
Figure 3: Top view of a multi-planar hexagonal lattice for deriving the in-plane shear modulus

$l$, cross-sectional area $A$, second moment of area $I$ and Young’s modulus $E$, under the application of a pure axial force $N$, can be expressed as

$$U_a = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^L \frac{N^2}{EA} \, dl = \frac{1}{2} \frac{N^2 l}{EA} = \frac{1}{2} \frac{EA}{l} (\Delta l)^2 \quad (3)$$

The strain energies due to pure bending moment $M$ causing a slope of $\Delta \phi$ at the end points of the beam [32] can be written as

$$U_b = \frac{1}{2} \int_0^L \frac{M^2}{EI} \, dl = \frac{1}{2} \frac{EI}{l} (2\Delta \phi)^2 \quad (4)$$

Comparing Equation 3 with the expression for strain energy due to stretching ($E_s$) (refer to Equation 2), it can be concluded that $K_r = \frac{EA}{l}$. For bending, it is reasonable to assume that $2\Delta \phi$ is equivalent to $\Delta \theta$ and $\Delta \alpha$ for in-plane and out-of-plane angle variations respectively. Thus comparing Equation 4 with the expressions for the strain energies due to in-plane ($E_{bI}$) and out-of-plane ($E_{bO}$) angle variations, the following relation can be obtained: $k_\theta = \frac{EI}{l}$. On the basis of the established mechanical equivalence between molecular mechanics parameters ($k_r$ and $k_\theta$) and structural mechanics parameters ($EA$ and $EI$), the effective shear modulus of monolayer nanostructures and nano-heterostructures are obtained in the following subsections.

### 2.3. Shear modulus of mono-layer quasi-two-dimensional hexagonal nanostructures

For deriving the in-plane shear modulus of multiplanar hexagonal nanostructures, the free body diagram shown in figure 3 is analysed. It should be noted here that the top view is shown in this figure and the individual constituent members are inclined at an angle $\alpha$ as described in figure 1(c). Analysing the free body diagram presented in figure 3(b)

$$M = \frac{F l \cos \alpha}{4} \quad (5)$$
where \( F = 2\tau l^2 \cos \psi \cos \alpha \sin \alpha \). Deflection of the end A with respect to the end C under the application of moment \( M \) at the point A is given as

\[
\delta_0 = \frac{Ml^2}{6EI}
\]  

(6)

Thus the rotation of joint A can be expressed as

\[
\phi = \frac{\delta_0}{l} = \frac{Fl^2 \cos \alpha}{24EI}
\]  

(7)

Deformation of point D’ in the direction of \( F \) due to rotation of the joint A is

\[
\delta_r = \frac{1}{2} \phi l = \frac{Fl^3 \cos \alpha}{48EI}
\]  

(8)

The bending deformation of the member AD’ in the direction of \( F \) can be expressed as

\[
\delta_b = \frac{Fl^3}{24EI}
\]  

(9)

The total shear deformation due to bending of the member AD’ and rotation of the joint A is given by

\[
u_s = \delta_b + \delta_r = \frac{Fl^3}{48EI} (\cos \alpha + 2)
\]  

(10)

The axial deformation of members AB and AC caused by the force \( S \) will also contribute to the total shear deformation, where \( S = \tau l^2 \sin \alpha \cos \alpha (1 + \sin \psi) \). Comparing the expression of \( \tau \), obtained from the expressions of \( F \) and \( S \)

\[
S = \frac{F(1 + \sin \psi)}{2 \cos \psi}
\]  

(11)

Axial deformation of the member AB can be expressed as (Refer to figure 2(a) for the in-plane and out-of-plane angles \( \psi \) and \( \alpha \) respectively. Figure 3(b) shows the application of two forces \( S \) and \( \frac{F}{2} \) on the member AB)

\[
\delta_a = \left( S \sin \psi + \frac{F}{2} \cos \psi \right) \cos \alpha \cos \alpha \sin \psi
\]  

\[
\frac{AE}{2AE \cos \psi}
\]  

(12)

Based on the force components shown in the free body diagrams of figure 3(b), the axial deformation of members AB and AC would have same numerical value, but opposite nature. Thus the total shear strain component caused by the axial deformation of the members AB and AC can be expressed as

\[
\gamma_a = \frac{2\delta_a}{2l \cos \psi \cos \alpha}
\]  

(13)
The shear strain component caused by the bending deformation of the member AD’ and rotation of the joint A is given by

\[ \gamma_b = \frac{u_s}{l(1 + \sin \psi) \cos \alpha} \]  

(14)

Substituting the expressions of \( \delta_a \) and \( u_s \) from Equation 12 and 10 respectively, the total shear strain caused by bending and axial deformations for an entire hexagonal unit (as shown in figure 3(a)) can be obtained as [49]

\[ \gamma = 2(\gamma_a + \gamma_b) \]

\[ = \tau l^2 \cos \psi \cos \alpha \sin \alpha \left( \frac{\sin \psi (1 + \sin \psi)}{AE \cos^2 \psi} + \frac{l^2 (\cos \alpha + 2)}{6EI(1 + \sin \psi) \cos \alpha} \right) \]  

(15)

Replacing the structural mechanics parameters \( EI \) and \( AE \) by the molecular mechanics parameters \( k_\theta \) and \( k_r \) respectively (\( K_r = \frac{EA}{l} \) and \( k_\theta = \frac{EI}{l} \)) in the above equation, the expression for in-plane shear modulus can be expressed as

\[ G_{12} = \frac{\tau}{\gamma} \]

\[ = \frac{k_r k_\theta \cos \psi (1 + \sin \psi)}{t \left( k_\theta \sin \psi (1 + \sin \psi)^2 \cos \alpha + \frac{k_r l^2}{6} \cos^2 \psi (\cos \alpha + 2) \right)} \]  

(16)

In the above expression \( \psi = 90^\circ - \frac{\theta}{2} \), where \( \theta \) is the bond angle as shown in figure 2(a).

2.4. Effective shear modulus of multi-layer hexagonal nano-heterostructures

Equivalent shear modulus of the nano-heterostructures are derived based on a multi-stage bottom-up idealization scheme as depicted in figure 4. In the first stage, the effective shear modulus of each individual layer is determined based on a mechanics-based approach using the mechanical equivalence of bond properties as described in the preceding subsection. Thus the multi-layer heterostructure can be idealized as a layered plate-like structural element with respective effective shear modulus and geometric dimensions (such as thickness) of each layer. Each of the layers are considered to be bonded perfectly with adjacent layers. The equivalent shear modulus of the whole nano-heterostructure is determined based on force equilibrium and deformation compatibility based conditions at the final stage.

Figure 5 shows the typical representation of an idealized three-layer heterostructure with the in-plane shear stress applied in 1-2 plane. From the condition of force equilibrium, the total shear force should be equal to the summation of the shear force component shared by each of the constituting layers. Thus considering a heterostructure with \( n \) number of layers

\[ \tau t L = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \tau_{it_i} L \]  

(17)
From the definition of shear modulus, the above expression can be written as

\[ G_{12} \gamma t = \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_{12i} \gamma_i t_i \]  

(18)

where \( G_{12} \) and \( \gamma \) are the effective shear modulus and the shear strain respectively for the entire heterostructure. \( G_{12i} \) and \( \gamma_i \) represent the effective shear modulus and the shear strain of \( i^{th} \) layer respectively. As each of the layers are considered to be perfectly bonded with the adjacent layers, the deformation compatibility condition yields: \( \gamma = \gamma_i, \in [1, n] \). Thus Equation 18 and 16 give the expression of in-plane shear modulus for the entire heterostructure as

\[ G_{12} = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i=1}^{n} G_{12i} t_i \]

(19)

\[ = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{k_{r_i} k_{\theta_i} \cos \psi_i (1 + \sin \psi_i)}{k_{\theta_i} \sin \psi_i (1 + \sin \psi_i)^2 \cos \alpha_i + \frac{k_{r_i} I_i^2}{6} \cos^2 \psi_i (\cos \alpha_i + 2)} \]

The subscript \( i \) in the above expression of \( G_{12} \) indicates the molecular mechanics and structural (geometrical) properties corresponding to the \( i^{th} \) layer. Here \( t \) denotes the total thickness of the heterostructure.

2.5. Remark 1: Non-dimensionalization of shear modulus for monolayer nanostructures

The physics based analytical formulae developed in this article are capable of providing an comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of multiplanar hexagonal nano-structures. Non-dimesional quantities in physical systems can cater to an insight for wide range of nano-scale materials. The expression for shear modulus, as presented in Equation 16, can be rewritten in terms of non-dimensional parameters as

\[ \tilde{G}_{12} = \frac{\cos \psi (1 + \sin \psi)}{(\sin \psi (1 + \sin \psi)^2 \cos \alpha + 2\lambda \cos^2 \psi (\cos \alpha + 2))} \]

(20)
where \( \lambda = \left( \frac{l^2}{12k_\theta} \right) \) is a non-dimensional aspect ratio measure of the bonds that is found to vary in the range of 0.4 to 2.8 for common materials with hexagonal nanostructures. It is interesting to notice that \( \lambda \) reduces to \( \frac{4}{3} \left( \frac{l}{d} \right)^2 \) using the definition of \( k_r \) and \( k_\theta \), where \( l \) and \( d \) are the bond length and bond diameter respectively. Thus the parameter \( \lambda \) is a measure of the aspect ratio of the bonds in hexagonal nano-structure. Here \( G_{12} = \frac{G_{12}t}{k_r} \) is the non-dimensional representation of the shear modulus. Thus the non-dimensional shear modulus depend on the aspect ratio of the bond, in-plane and out-of-plane angles. Results are presented in section 3 considering the non-dimensional quantities for in-depth mechanical characterization of hexagonal nanostructures.

2.6. Remark 2: Special case for monoplanar nanostructures

For the hexagonal nanostructures with monoplanar configuration (e.g. graphene and hBN), \( \alpha \) becomes 0. The shear modulus for such materials can be expressed as (substituting \( \alpha = 0 \) in

Figure 5: (a) Side view of a typical three-layer heterostructure (b) Application of shear stress in nano-heterostructures (top view) (c) Application of shear stress in nano-heterostructures (three-dimensional view)
Equation 16)

\[
G_{12} = \frac{k_r k_\theta \cos \psi (1 + \sin \psi)}{t \left( k_\theta \sin \psi (1 + \sin \psi)^2 + \frac{k_r l^2}{2} \cos^2 \psi \right)}
\] (21)

However, for regular hexagonal nano-structures (such as graphene), the bond angle (\(\theta\)) is 120°. Thus replacing \(\psi = 30^\circ\), the Equation 21 yields a simple expression as

\[
G_{12} = \frac{2\sqrt{3} k_\theta k_r}{t(3k_\theta + k_r l^2)}
\] (22)

2.7. Remark 3: Effective shear modulus of nano-heterostructures

The expression for the shear modulus of nano-heterostructures derived in the preceding section (Equation 19) reduce to the expression provided for a single layer of nanostructure (Equation 16) in case of \(n = 1\). The derived closed-form expressions for nano-heterostructures are capable of obtaining the shear modulus corresponding to any stacking sequence of the constituent layer of nano-materials, including the heterostructures consisted of multiple materials [28]. Such generalization in the derived formulae, with the advantage of being computationally efficient and easy to implement, opens up a tremendous potential scope in the field of novel application-specific heterostructure development.

An advantage of the proposed bottom-up approach of considering layer-wise equivalent material property is that it allows us to neglect the effect of lattice mismatch in evaluating the effective shear modulus for multi-layer heterostructures consisting of different materials. In the derivation for effective shear modulus of such heterostructures, the deformation compatibility conditions of the adjacent layers are satisfied. This is expected to give rise to some strain energy locally at the interfaces, which is noted in previous studies [23]. From the derived expressions it can be discerned that the numerical values of the shear modulus actually depends on the number of layers of different constituent materials rather than their stacking sequences. In case of multi-layer nanostructures constituted of the layers of same material (i.e. bulk material), it can be expected from Equation 19 that the shear modulus would reduce owing to the presence of inter-layer distances, which, in turn, increase the value of overall thickness \(t\).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Equivalent bond parameters and structural configurations of nanostructures

Four different materials with hexagonal nano-structures (graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS\(_2\)) and heterostructures formed by these four materials are considered in this paper to present results based
on Equation 16 and Equation 19. The molecular mechanics parameters and geometric properties of the bonds \((k_r, k_\theta, \text{bond length in-plane and out-of-plane bond angles for different materials})\), which are required to obtain the shear modulus using the proposed approach, are well-documented in scientific literature. In case of graphene, the molecular mechanics parameters \(k_r\) and \(k_\theta\) can be obtained from literature using AMBER force field [70] as \(k_r = 938 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1}\text{nm}^{-2} = 6.52 \times 10^{-7} \text{ Nnm}^{-1}\) and \(k_\theta = 126 \text{ kcal mol}^{-1}\text{rad}^{-2} = 8.76 \times 10^{-10} \text{ Nnm rad}^{-2}\). The out-of-plane angle for graphene is \(\alpha = 0\) and the bond angle is \(\theta = 120^\circ\) (i.e. \(\psi = 30^\circ\)), while bond length and thickness of single-layer graphene can be obtained from literature as 0.142 nm and 0.34 nm respectively [42]. In case of hBN, the molecular mechanics parameters \(k_r\) and \(k_\theta\) can be obtained from literature using DREIDING force model [71] as \(k_r = 4.865 \times 10^{-7} \text{ Nnm}^{-1}\) and \(k_\theta = 6.952 \times 10^{-10} \text{ Nnm rad}^{-2}\) [72]. The out-of-plane angle for hBN is \(\alpha = 0\) and the bond angle is \(\theta = 120^\circ\) (i.e. \(\psi = 30^\circ\)), while bond length and thickness of single-layer hBN can be obtained from literature as 0.145 nm and 0.098 nm respectively [44]. In case of stanene, the molecular mechanics parameters \(k_r\) and \(k_\theta\) can be obtained from literature as \(k_r = 0.85 \times 10^{-7} \text{ Nnm}^{-1}\) and \(k_\theta = 1.121 \times 10^{-9} \text{ Nnm rad}^{-2}\) [73, 74]. The out-of-plane angle for stanene is \(\alpha = 17.5^\circ\) and the bond angle is \(\theta = 109^\circ\) (i.e. \(\psi = 35.5^\circ\)), while bond length and thickness of single layer stanene can be obtained from literature as 0.283 nm and 0.172 nm respectively [73–76]. In case of MoS\(_2\), the molecular mechanics parameters \(k_r\) and \(k_\theta\) can be obtained from literature as \(k_r = 1.646 \times 10^{-7} \text{ Nnm}^{-1}\) and \(k_\theta = 1.677 \times 10^{-9} \text{ Nnm rad}^{-2}\), while the out-of-plane angle, bond angle, bond length and thickness of single layer MoS\(_2\) are \(\alpha = 48.15^\circ\), \(\theta = 82.92^\circ\) (i.e. \(\psi = 48.54^\circ\)), 0.242 nm and 0.6033 nm respectively [61, 77–79].

### 3.2. Shear modulus of single-layer hexagonal nano-structures

The proposed expression for shear modulus is generalized in nature and they can be applicable for a wide range of materials having hexagonal nano-structural forms by providing respective structural parameters as input. Four different materials with hexagonal nano-structures are considered (graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS\(_2\)) that have monoplanar as well as multiplanar structural forms. Comparative results for the shear modulus is presented in Table 1 as \(\bar{G}_{12} = G_{12} \times t\) with unit TPa-nm (tensile rigidity), where \(t\) is the single layer thickness [41, 44]. Thus the exact numerical values of shear modulus \((G_{12}\) in TPa) can be evaluated by dividing the presented values \((\bar{G}_{12})\) with unit TPa-nm) by the respective single-layer thickness \((t\) in nm). It is found from scientific literature that shear modulus of monoplanar nanomaterials such as graphene and hBN have been investigated in previous studies (refer to Table 1), while no result for shear modulus is found for multiplanar structural forms (such as stanene and MoS\(_2\)). Thus, to validate the proposed analytical formula for
Table 1: Results for the shear modulus of single-layer materials (Results are presented as $G_{12}$ = $G_{12} \times t$ (unit TPa-nm), where $t$ is the single layer thickness of a particular nanomaterial. Reference results are obtained from literature for graphene and hBN, while separate molecular dynamics (MD) simulation is carried out for MoS$_2$.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material (Monoplanar)</th>
<th>Present Results</th>
<th>Reference results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>$G_{12} = 0.1254$</td>
<td>0.0724–0.0741 [80], 0.1676 [81] 0.0952±0.0122 [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hBN</td>
<td>$G_{12} = 0.0951$</td>
<td>0.0951 [82], 0.105 [83], 0.165 [84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanene (Multiplanar)</td>
<td>$G_{12} = 0.0325$</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoS$_2$ (Multiplanar)</td>
<td>$G_{12} = 0.0719$</td>
<td>0.079 [MD]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

single-layer of monoplanar nanostructures, we have compared the results with available numerical values of shear modulus in literature. However, to validate the analytical formulae for multiplanar single-layer nanostructures, separate molecular dynamics simulation is carried out for MoS$_2$, which has a multiplanar nanostructure. Having the proposed closed-form formulae validated for both monoplanar as well as multiplanar nanostructures, the shear modulus is predicted for single-layer stanene having a multiplanar nanostructural form. The results of shear modulus are presented in Table 1 for graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS$_2$, wherein a good agreement is noticed between the analytical predictions and reference results obtained from scientific literature and molecular dynamics simulation.

The molecular dynamics simulations for the shear modulus are performed on $10 \times 10 \times 10$ super cell for all the two-dimensional nanostructures and nano-heterostructures in LAMMPS [85]. AIREBO (adaptive intermolecular reactive empirical bond order) potential is used for graphene [86] and REBO (reactive empirical bond-order) potential is used for MoS$_2$ [87]. Both REBO and AIREBO potentials have been shown to accurately capture the bond-bond interaction between carbon atoms and molybdenum-sulfur atoms for single-layer two-dimensional structures. In order to terminate the bond-order potential to the nearest neighbour interactions, a cut-off function is
Figure 6: Variation of shear modulus with in-plane angle ($\theta$) and out-of-plane angle ($\alpha$). Here $\lambda = \frac{l^2 k_r}{12k_\theta}$, $\tilde{G}_{12} = \frac{G_{12} t}{k_r}$, where $l$ and $t$ are the bond length and single-layer thickness, respectively.

found to be used in most empirical potentials. We have set the cut-off parameter as 2.0 Å for the REBO part of the potential, as suggested in various previous publications [88, 89]. AIREBO for graphene [90, 91] and REBO for MoS$_2$ [92, 93] are found to be widely used for mechanical properties and failure analyses. It is expected to predict the shear modulus accurately; our analytical prediction gives close result with respect to the numerical values obtained from molecular dynamics simulation (refer to Table 1).

The physics-based analytical formulae presented in this paper for the shear modulus of monolayer nanostructures are capable of providing a thorough insight encompassing wide range of materials. Variations of the shear modulus ($G_{12}$) with in-plane and out-of-plane angles ($\theta$ and $\alpha$) for different values of the aspect ratio measure ($\lambda$) is presented in figure 6 using the non-dimensional parameters as described in subsection 2.5. The aspect ratio measure of the bonds ($\lambda$) varies in the range of 0.4 to 2.8 for common materials with hexagonal nano-structures (specifically in case of the four considered materials: $\lambda = 1.2507, 2.495, 0.5061, 0.479$ for graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS$_2$ respectively). The results for the shear modulus is presented for $\lambda = 0.4, 1.2, 2.0, 2.8$. Such plots can readily provide the idea about the shear modulus of any material with hexagonal nano-structure in a comprehensive
Table 2: Results for shear modulus ($G_{12}$, in TPa) of graphene-MoS$_2$ (G – M) heterostructure with different stacking sequences (The thickness of single-layer of graphene and MoS$_2$ are considered as 0.34 nm and 0.6033 nm, respectively. Reference results are obtained from literature (if available) and separate molecular dynamics (MD) simulation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Present results</th>
<th>Reference results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>0.28±0.036 [33], 0.493 [81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/G</td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>0.3730 [MD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>0.1192</td>
<td>0.1310 [MD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M/M</td>
<td>0.1192</td>
<td>0.1205 [MD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/M</td>
<td>0.2092</td>
<td>0.2400 [MD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/M/G</td>
<td>0.2515</td>
<td>0.2430 [MD]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M/G/M</td>
<td>0.1741</td>
<td>0.1685 [MD]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

manner; exact values of which can be easily obtained using the proposed computationally efficient closed-form formulae.

3.3. Elastic moduli for multi-layer hexagonal nano-heterostructures

In this section, results are provided for the shear modulus of hexagonal multi-layer nano-heterostructures. As investigations on nano-heterostructures is a new and emerging field of research, the results available for the elastic moduli of different forms of heterostructures is very scarce in scientific literature. We have considered four different nano-heterostructures to present the results: graphene-MoS$_2$ [22, 23], graphene-hBN [24, 25, 94], graphene-stanene [26] and stanene-MoS$_2$ [27] (belonging to the three categories as depicted in the introduction section). Though all these four heterostructures have received attention from the concerned scientific community for different physical and chemical properties recently, only the graphene-MoS$_2$ heterostructure has been investigated for the Young’s modulus among all other elastic moduli [24, 25]. As shear modulus of heterostructures have not been investigated yet, we have presented new results for graphene-MoS$_2$, graphene-hBN, graphene-stanene and stanene-MoS$_2$ heterostructures based on the analytical formula presented in Equation 19.

The proposed closed-form formula (Equation 19) for shear modulus of nano-heterostructures is validated for different stacking sequence of graphene-MoS$_2$ heterostructures by carrying out
Table 3: Results for shear modulus ($G_{12}$, in TPa) of graphene-hBN (G – H), graphene-stanene (G – S) and stanene-MoS$_2$ (S – M) heterostructures with different stacking sequences (The single-layer thickness of graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS$_2$ are considered as 0.34 nm, 0.33 nm, 0.172 nm and 0.6033 nm, respectively)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>G–H heterostructure</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$G_{12}$</th>
<th>G–S heterostructure</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$G_{12}$</th>
<th>S–M heterostructure</th>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>$G_{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/G</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>G/G</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3689</td>
<td>S/S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2883</td>
<td>S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1890</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/H</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2883</td>
<td>S/S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1890</td>
<td>M/M</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/H</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3292</td>
<td>G/S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3085</td>
<td>S/M</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/H/G</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3426</td>
<td>G/S/G</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3326</td>
<td>S/M/S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1446</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H/G/H</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3157</td>
<td>S/G/S</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2784</td>
<td>M/S/M</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

separate molecular dynamics simulation (refer to Table 2). For molecular dynamics simulation of the nano-heterostructures Lennard-Jones (LJ) parameters are used for van der Waals interactions between carbon-carbon [95] and Carbon-Molybdenum-sulfur [96]. The LJ parameters for nano-heterostructures are verified for mechanical properties such as young modulus, bending modulus, ultimate strain and fracture strength [97]. Thus, having the derived formula for shear modulus of nano-heterostructures validated, new analytical results are presented for graphene-hBN, graphene-stanene and stanene-MoS$_2$ heterostructures considering different stacking sequences (refer to Table 3). The results of shear modulus corresponding to various stacking sequences are noticed to have an intermediate value between the respective shear modulus for single-layer of the constituent materials, as expected on a logical basis. The derived closed-form expressions for nano-heterostructures are capable of obtaining the shear modulus corresponding to any stacking sequence of the constituent layer of nanomaterials. However, from the expressions it can be discerned that the numerical value of shear modulus actually depends on the number of layers of different constituent materials rather than their stacking sequences. From a mechanics viewpoint, this is because of the fact that the in-plane properties are not a function of the distance of individual constituent layers from the neutral plane of the entire heterostructure. The externally applied in-plane shear force is...
Figure 7: Variation of shear modulus ($G_{12}$) with number of layers in (a) graphene-MoS$_2$ heterostructure (b) graphene-hBN heterostructure (c) graphene-stanene heterostructure (d) stanene-MoS$_2$ heterostructure

shared by the constituent layers depending on their relative individual shear stiffness. However, if other mechanical properties of the heterostructures involving out-of-plane bending characteristics of the heterostructure are investigated, the distance of each layer from the neutral axis would be an important factor. Subsequently the out-of-plane bending characteristics will be stacking-sequence dependent properties. Figure 7 presents the variation of shear modulus with number of layers of the constituent materials considering the four different nano-heterostructures. These plots can readily provide an idea about the nature of variation of shear modulus with stacking sequence for multi-layer nano-heterostructures in a comprehensive manner; exact values of which can be easily obtained using the proposed computationally efficient closed-form formula.

4. Summary and perspective

A major contribution of this article is development of the generalized closed-form formulae for the shear modulus of hexagonal single-layer materials having the atoms in multiple planes (i.e. multiplanar nanostructures such as stanene and MoS$_2$). Previous literatures have reported the closed-form analytical formulae for Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios of both monoplanar as well as multiplanar single layer nanostructures [32, 42–45]. Recently the analytical expressions for
Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios of nano-heterostructures have been reported [31]. In case of shear modulus, only monoplanar structures have received attention in terms of developing efficient analytical formulae [42, 44], while for multiplanar nanostructural forms, investigations related to shear modulus is very scarce to find even following other approaches such as molecular dynamics simulation, ab initio or laboratory experiments. New results are presented in this article based on the developed analytical approach for such multiplanar nanostructures. The molecular mechanics parameters and structural geometry of different nanomaterials being well-documented in scientific literature, the developed analytical formulae for shear modulus can be applied for wide range of nanostructures. The formulae for hexagonal nanostructures can be readily extended to other forms of nanostructures such as multiplanar square or rectangular forms [98]. Nano-heterostructures being a new field of investigation, results are available only for Young’s moduli of graphene-MoS$_2$ heterostructures based on molecular dynamics simulation. We have presented new results for the shear modulus of four different nano-heterostructures (graphene-MoS$_2$, graphene-hBN, graphene-stanene and stanene-MoS$_2$).

Mechanical properties such as Young’s moduli, shear modulus and Poisson’s ratios are of utmost importance for accessing the viability of a material’s use in various applications of nanoelectromechanical systems. Shear modulus assumes a crucial role in determining the resonance frequency of the vibration modes involving torsion, which have been reported to have advantage over the flexural modes for the absence of thermoelastic loss leading to an improvement in mechanical quality factors and device sensitivity parameters. Shear deformation characteristics are also important in the wrinkling and rippling behaviour of two-dimensional materials that control the charge carrier scattering property and electron mobility [33]. The formulae for shear modulus of nanostructures and nano-heterostructures presented in this article can serve as an efficient reference for any nano-scale material having hexagonal structural form. The expressions for obtaining shear modulus of nano-heterostructures are applicable for any stacking sequence of the constituent single layers. Even though results are presented in this article considering only two different constituent materials, the proposed formulae can be used for heterostructures containing any number of different materials [28]. Noteworthy feature of the presented expressions is the computational efficiency and cost-effectiveness compared to performing molecular dynamics simulation or nano-scale experiments. Such development can help to bring about the much-needed impetus in the research of two-dimensional materials, which is often hindered due to the need for carrying out computationally expensive and time consuming simulations/ laboratory experiments and availability of interatomic
potentials. Besides deterministic analysis of shear moduli, as presented in this paper, the efficient closed-form formulae could be an attractive option for carrying out uncertainty analysis [99–104] following a Monte Carlo simulation based approach.

After several years of intensive study, graphene research has logically reached to a rather mature stage. Thus investigation of various other two-dimensional and quasi-two-dimensional materials have started receiving the due attention recently. The possibility of combining single layers of different 2D materials has expanded this field of research dramatically; well beyond the scope of considering a simple single layer graphene or other 2D material. The interest in such heterostructures is growing very rapidly with the advancement of synthesizing such materials in laboratory, as the tremendous amount of research on graphene was observed about a decade ago. The attentiveness is expected to expand further in coming years with the possibility to consider different nanoelectromechanical properties of the prospective combination (single and multi-layer structures with different stacking sequences) of so many 2D materials. This, in turn introduces the possibility of opening a new dimension of application-specific material development (metamaterial) in nano-scale. The efficient closed-form expressions provided in this paper will provide a ready reference for the shear modulus of such heterostructures.

5. Conclusion

Generalized closed-form analytical formulae for the shear modulus of hexagonal multiplanar nano-structures and nano-heterostructures are developed based on a physics-based analytical approach. The dependence of shear modulus on bond length, bond angles and bond strength parameters are explicitly demonstrated. Four different single-layered materials having monoplanar as well as multiplanar structural forms (graphene, hBN, stanene and MoS$_2$) and four different nano-heterostructures (graphene-MoS$_2$, graphene-hBN, graphene-stanene and stanene-MoS$_2$) are considered to present results based on the analytical approach. Good agreement in the results obtained from the derived analytical expressions and results obtained from scientific literature (as available) or separate molecular dynamic simulations corroborates the validity of the proposed formulae. The physics-based analytical formulae are capable of providing a comprehensive in-depth insight regarding the behaviour of multiplanar hexagonal nano-structures and heterostructures under shear deformation. The effect of variation in in-plane and out-of-plane angles to the shear modulus of materials are investigated using the closed-form formulae based on non-dimensional parameters. In case of nano-heterostructures, the variation of shear modulus is presented with number of layers of the constituent materials.
The concept to develop expressions for hexagonal nano-heterostructures can be extended to other forms of nanostructures in future. The attractive feature of the developed analytical approach is that it is computationally efficient, physically insightful and easy to implement, yet yields accurate results. As the proposed formulae are general in nature and applicable to wide range of materials and their combinations with hexagonal nano-structures, they can take a crucial role in characterizing the material properties in future nano-materials development.
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